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Tracklisting:
1. Serbskatolska (Moral Suicide)
2. Plateau
3. Sweet
4. Undo the Undone
5. Zrudna kermuša
URL:

Line-Up:
Ronald Reisener (drums)
André Kober (bass)
Tino Dernehl (vocals/guitars)
Peter Ziesch (vocals/guitars/violin)

www.awfulnoise.de

Biography:
REINCARNATION - The Noise is back
Three years after the release of its debut EP Mojahara AWFUL NOISE now presents its new record called
Reincarnation. The title refers to the development the band has undergone during the past two years: AWFUL
NOISE appears with a more progressive sound and a new lineup! Tino Dernehl has joined the band and has
taken over the front position next to Peter Ziesch. Reincarnation perfectly demonstrates AWFUL NOISE’s new
musical style: „They play harder, more dissonant and with greater variety in terms of rhythm and dynamics“
(Sächsische Zeitung). This EP is full of bizzare surprises. You‘ll find well-crafted melodies, passionate playing,
heaviness, and angry but articulate lyrics. The lyrics also reveal another point of interest: bilingualality. AWFUL
NOISE is a Sorbian band. As members of this small Slavic minority living in Germany the artists hold on to their
roots and sing in both languages, English and Sorbian.
"As long as I can win, I always will keep breathing…"
In 2000, five years after being founded, the band released its first self distributed 5 song EP Mojahara and sold
about 500 copies. This record had quite a big impact on the band‘s development. Suddenly the band was facing
Radio-Airplay (such as at K-Rock Radio New York or Radio Complutense Madrid), good reviews (Rock Hard
Spain, Kerrang! Spain or G.U.C. Germany) and even some appearences on German TV-Programmes (ARD,
ZDF, MDR). After having played dozens of shows over the last three years, AWFUL NOISE have built up an
impressive reputation as an intense liveact. And although comparisons range from bands such as Deftones and
Tool to System of a Down or even Alice In Chains, the band has proven to have a unique musical approach: for
example by playing instruments like djembes and violin. Outside of Germany AWFUL NOISE also has been
making a name for itself. In 2003 the band was asked to play a headliner show at the university festival
“Piastonalia” in Opole (Poland) and toured Spain for the second time.
Reincarnation was recorded in spring 2003 by Vurtox (Disillusion) at Salvation Recording Studios in Leipzig.
TOUR:
23.11.03 NL - Leeuwarden / Theatre de Harmonie
20.12.03 Kamenz / Safe
27.12.03 Berthelsdorf / Festival
23.01.03 PL - tba
24.01.03 PL - Opole / Stary Dom
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Distribution:
Germany - twilight, Austria - NSM,
France - Adipocere, Finland - Firebox,
Japan - Worldchaos, Italy - Masterpiece,
Greece - CosmicStorm, Slovakia Metalage, Kanada - PHP Canada,
Hart Music - rest of the world

